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Abstract

I employ a new instrument for nominal and real openness in growth regressions

based on imports and exports of a country’s neighbors. First-stage results show that,

in cross section estimation, this instrument performs better than the geography-based

variable proposed by Frankel and Romer (1999). Moreover, neighbors’ trade is a

valid and strong instrument also in a panel context. The structural equations show

that trade exerts a positive and significant effect on both between- and within-country

variations in income and productivity. The size of the coefficients of both measures

of openness do not increase as global trade rises. These results hold even allowing

for heterogeneous returns to trade across countries.
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1 Introduction

Is international trade, measured as the share of imports and exports over GDP, good for

growth? The seminal work of Frankel and Romer (1999, henceforth FR) suggest that the

answer is positive. They proposed for the first time an instrument, based on geography

variables in a gravity equation, that was considered valid for trade in growth regressions.

The geography-based instrument for trade has been widely employed, not only to estimate

growth but also productivity (see Alcalà and Ciccone, 2004, that propose real openness

as an alternative measure of international trade).

The debate on the impact of trade on growth is, however, far from over. The geography-

based instrument raises some questions. The first one is about its validity: geography

variables may impact growth also through channels other than openness, such as institu-

tions and productivity. The second one is how to employ geography-based instrumental

variables in panel estimation.

This paper proposes an alternative instrument for trade based on trade flows of a coun-

try’s neighbors. Contrary to the FR variable, the new instrument can be meaningfully

employed also in panel regressions2. Finally, I employ the newly constructed variable in

combination with a recently developed estimation procedure (Wooldridge and Murtaza-

shvili, 2003) that allows for heterogeneous returns to trade across countries.

Intuitively, trade relations of neighboring countries are likely correlated with home

trade. Naturally, one has to make sure that such correlation does not arise spuriously, due

to the trade flows between home and each neighbor. Netting out the ”spurious component”

of such correlation, we have a measure that captures if a country lies in a region populated

with more open neighbors (that may induce Home to trade more through demand and

2Some studies used the FR in panel studies. In those cases, though, the time-varying varialbe was
constructed through a succession of cross section estimations, one for each time period. It remains unclear
how such studies would interpret the time variation of an instrument so constructed.
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supply linkages). Moreover, regional trade varies in time, capturing ”highs and lows” in

world trade that are correlated with Home’s openness.

Cross sectional evidence suggests that the new variable fares substantially better than

the geography-based variable proposed by Frankel and Romer. Second-stage results are

consistent with the evidence presented by Alcalà and Ciccone (2004) and show that, using

either instrument, nominal openness is not a robust predictor of income per capita and la-

bor productivity, but real openness is. In addition, both nominal and real openness impact

positively and strongly on within-country variations in income and labor productivity.

Even allowing for country-specific coefficients, the Population Average Effect (PAE)

of openness variables is always positive and highly significant both in income and produc-

tivity equations. Further analysis rules out that the returns to trade changed substantially

as the global trade network grew with time.

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 provides a snaphot of related literature;

section 3 describes the instrument and discusses some of its features; section 4 describes

the estimation strategy and the data; section 5 presents the results; section 6 concludes.

2 Literature review

Empirical findings have generally shown a positive correlation between trade, defined in

various ways, and per capita GDP growth3. Results have been questioned, though, and

there is an ongoing debate about their robustness and validity. Trade policies have been

investigated by the very influential paper by Sachs and Warner (1995) that construct an

”openness index” based on five broad policy indicators and shows a strong positive cor-

relation between this index and growth. Dollar (1992) finds a similar result highlighting

a negative relationship between growth and real exchange rate departures from the law of

3Temple (2003) provides an excellent review of empirical growth studies, including the ones dealing
explicitly with openness variables.
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one price. Such departures were considered symptoms of more restrictive trade policies.

Rodriguez and Rodrik (2001) show the pitfalls of both papers. The index developed by

Sachs and Warner relies heavily on just one indicator, the state trading monopoly power

over exports, that is present only in Sub-Saharan Africa countries. The positive impact of

freer trade policies disappears when this indicator is excluded. Regarding Dollar’s paper,

Rodriguez and Rodrik show that deviations from the law of one price may be determined

by factors other than trade policy, and that the paper’s results are reversed if estimation is

repeated with updated data.

Turning to more direct measures of trade, such as the fraction of imports and exports

over GDP, most evidence is for a positive link between openness and growth, but ques-

tions are open on how reliable these results are. Levine and Renelt (1992) find a positive

correlation between growth and openness, but claim that this result is mainly driven by

the link between openness and investments and, in turn, investments and growth. In gen-

eral, the authors show that most specification of growth regressions, including the ones

containing proxies for trade, are very fragile with respect to small modifications of the list

of the right-hand side variables.

The work by Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992) on conditional convergence made clear

that empirical research on trade and growth had to deal with a severe omitted variable

bias problem. Trade might be correlated with unobserved elements that could have a high

impact on growth (such as a country’s transport infrastructure).

Frankel and Romer (1999) proposed an instrumental variable approach to estimate the

impact of openness on growth in a cross section. They employed the predicted values of

a gravity model (whose main variables are related to geography) as an instrument for the

trade share of GDP. Their results show a very positive impact of openness on growth4.

However, the debate about causation is not over. In fact, geographic variables may affect

4Interestingly, the coefficient they retrieve is higher than the OLS estimates.
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growth and productivity not only through openness, but also through other factors such

as political institutions, productivity and culture. Moreover, results in Rodrik, Submarian

and Trebbi (2004) show that, using Frankel and Romer’s methodology, when institutions

are controlled for, openness ceases to be significant and shows even a negative sign in the

structural equation.

The problem of unobserved heterogeneity was addressed by Islam (1995), that re-

trieved estimates of conditional convergence from a panel of 96 countries based on the

Penn World Tables. He found a faster conditional converge rate than previous studies

based on cross section techniques and, above all, started the interest for the determinants

of country-specific productivities. Caselli, Esquivert and Lefort (1996) employed a Gen-

eralized Method of Moments (GMM) estimation for dynamic panel data using lagged

values of the endogenous variables as instruments. Their results (a faster convergence

rate than previously thought, particularly for open economies) were questioned by Bond,

Hoeffler and Temple (2001). They show that the standard GMM estimator may be af-

fected by weak instrument problems when series are persistent: lagged levels of the series

are only weakly correlated with future first-differences. When partial correlation between

the endogenous variable and the instrument is low, large biases usually arise in finite (but

not necessarily small) samples. The authors then propose an extension of GMM (”sys-

tem GMM”) originally developed by Arellano and Bover (1995) and Blundell and Bond

(1998). The system GMM adds a set of moment conditions to the first-difference GMM

that makes it consistent even when series are persistent.

Dollar and Kraay (2003) employ GMM directly to the openness variable, instrument-

ing it with its past values. They show a positive and significant impact of trade openness

on growth. Unfortunately, the underlying moment conditions are most likely violated: it

is implausible that current growth is uncorrelated with past openness even conditioning

for current openness.
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3 Mind thy neighbors

Regional trade is not only a proxy for world trade, but is also the main propagation channel

of country-specific shocks to neighbors. This paper exploits this intution to propose an

instrument or openness based on neighbors’ trade flows.

Neighbors openness captures the endogenous variation in home trade, unless the bi-

lateral trade flows the negibors and home are netted out. Therefore, I do not employ

neighbors’ openness per se, but use the sum of their trade flows with the rest of the world

only. In practice, my instrument is constructed as follows:

1. For each country i, take a neighboring country j

2. Sum up all country j’s imports and exports

3. Take out j’s imports and exports with country i

4. Repeat the same steps for all of i’s neighbors and sum up the resulting “netted

flows”

More formally, we can define openness as the sum of imports and exports over GDP:

opennessit = Xit+Mit
GDPit

, where Xit is the value of country i’s exports in time t and Mit is the

value of its imports in time t. The instrument I propose is constructed as follows:

zit = ∑
J

(
X j,−i +M j,−i

)
Where J is the set of country i’s neighbors. X j,−i is the exports of country j towards all

countries in the world but i. Similarly, M j,−i is the sum of imports of j from all countries

but i. Neighbors trade (net of trade flows with Home) has the obvious advantage that

is relatively easy to construct. It is a good proxy for world trade flows: the correlation
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between the sum of world trade and my instrument is .89 in my sample5.

Naturally, the underlying identifying restriction of this paper is that the correlation

beween neighbors openness home openness is high, while the one between neighbors

openness and domestic growth is zero, conditioning on domestic openness and other ob-

servables. The first conditions is easy to test (even the raw correlation between openness

at home and abroad is .52). Some issues deserve attention, though, regarding the second

condition.

In fact, trade is a natural propagation channel of country specific shocks thanks to

demand and supply linkages, that in turn are particularly strong among neighboring coun-

tries6. Even in cases where shocks are not country-specific, the identifying restriction

may not be violated. Think of shocks to international trade costs: neighbors trade are

then a proxy for Home’s trade costs.

On the other hand, spatially correlated shocks to productivities may violate the iden-

tifying assumption. A positive shock would boost output both at home and abroad. Ex-

panded output will then translate in higher trade. Another potential source of endoge-

nous variation is the introduction of somewhat coordinated policies that impact both trade

and income. Globalization has come in ”waves”, when many countries decided to boost

their exposure to international trade almost contemporaneously and, sometimes, in a co-

ordinated way. One can think of the GATT/WTO Rounds as good examples of such

events. When coordination in trade policies translates in adoption of further economic

policies in the single countries, some spurious correlation between foreign trade and home

growth may arise. Indeed, the most recent trade agreements ususally include some ”red

5Such high correlation may raise concerns that the instrument captures the endogenous, rather than
the exogenous, variation of trade in time. As shown in Section 5.2, I add time dummies in all panel
specifications to wipe out the endogenous correlation.

6Propagation may arise also because of learning effects. As open economies grow more, governments
perceive that trade is beneficial and open up their frontiers. Opening to trade may thus be part of a learning
process by governments and firms (see Buera et al. 2008 and the vast literature of ”learning by exporting”).
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tape” measures that also impact domestic production not targeted for export. Again, both

growth and trade would rise, the former because of growth-enhancing measures included

in the agreements (or adopted to complement them), the latter because of lower trade

barriers.

Importantly, the identifying assumption of zero correlation between the instrument

and the dependent must hold conditioned on observables. Therefore, if one can control

for potential sources of violation of such restriction, the instrument is still valid. In some

specifications of my estimation, I add measures of neighbors income and growth to control

for potential spatially correlated shocks to productivity. In other specifications, I explicitly

control for GATT/WTO membership and for the number of trade agreeements both Home

and its neighbors are involved in. Results are unchanged with respect to my baselines

specification, supporting the validity of my instrument.

A difference between this instrument and both the usual openness measures and the

FR instrument is that the one I propose is not normalized by country i’s GDP. Normaliza-

tion by home’s GDP assumes that a country trades more if regional trade is more relevant

with respect to its economic size. This would make sense; on the other hand, the data

suggest that home openness is more correlated to the absolute value of neighbors’ trade,

rather than its size relative to the home economy. As we will se, the addition of home GDP

at the denominator of my instrument is not central to its features, nor to the discussion

about its validity.

Moreover, normalization would raise the intriguing question of what to normalize

with. Country size (land area) would make as much sense as home GDP, since larger

countries may have more neighbors and the total trade flows captured by my instrument

might be larger. I take an alternative route, though, and simply add GDP and land area as

controls in some specifications7.

7My instrument is not normalized by i’s neighbors GDP either. In this case, normalizing would include
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An interesting advantage of the instrument proposed in this paper is that it provides

a somewhat rough but straightforward way to test for the existence of network effects in

opening to trade. If there are network effects, the marginal benefit of opening up to trade

is increasing with global trade flows. Since world trade has been steadily increasing after

World War II, a natural way to see if the benefits of trade have indeed increased with time

is running the same estimation in different periods and test whether resulting coefficients

differ8.

4 Estimation and data

I estimate the following equation:

yit = αi +βopenit + γXit +δNit +wt + εit (1)

Where yit is the log of per capita income of country i at time t, openit is the log of

openness and Xit and Nit are two matrices of controls. ai and wt are, respectively, fixed

country and time effects.

It is well known that estimates of all coefficients in (1) will be inconsistent, due to the

correlation between openit and the error term εit .

A standard two-stage procedure is therefore applied. I first run the regression:

openit = αi +θ1zit +θ2Xit +θ3Nit +wt +uit (2)

Where zit is the excluded instrument, constructed as described in the previous section:

it is the sum of imports and exports of country i’s neighbors, netted of trade between them

the output to be exported to country i in the instrument definition. Rather, I will include neighbors’ GDP as
control in some robustness specification. The main results will remain unchanged.

8Importantly, network effects can be distinguished from ”scale effects”, controlling for market size at
home and abroad.
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and country i. The linear projection of (2) is then plugged in (1) in place of openit . The

resulting second stage estimation yields consistent results for all coefficients, provided

that zit is uncorrelated with the εit .

In both stages, the same controls are applied. Xit captures time-varying characteristics

of country i, such as (the log of) population, and an indicator for conflict. Nitcontains a

similar set of controls for the neighbors of country i. In particular, the (log of) sum of

populations and of the neighbors GDP income are included.

To ensure results are robust, more controls are added in further specifcations. Addi-

tional variables capture the level of country i’s nominal exchange rate against the dollar,

the price level relative to the US, how democratic are its institutions, if the country is

a GATT member, and the number of trade agreements, economic integration areas and

custom unions country i is engaged in at time t. Controls are also added to account for

the total number of trade agreements, integration areas and custom unions participated by

country i’s neighbors.

4.1 Heterogeneity

The potential presence of ”network effects” induces to put extra caution when doing in-

ference. If global trade changed the benefits one country exerts from opening, estimates

in the structural equations would be inconsistent. An intuitive test of the ”network” hy-

pothesis is done by running the same regressions on sub-samples of my data, sorted by

the size of my instrument. As noted above, it is convenient to exploit the high correla-

tion between world trade flows and time, so that testing for ”network effects” equates to

looking for heterogeneous impacts of trade in time.

A second, important issue is whether there are heterogeneous responses to trade across

countries. Wooldridge and Murtazashvili (2005) propose a simple procedure to deal with
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this issue. Let us assume that the relations between trade and growth is best depicted with

a Correlated Random Coefficient (CRC) model, where the impact of trade on growth is

bi = β + di. The authors show that, under weak conditions, we can retrieve consistent

estimates of the Population Average Effects even neglecting individual specific slopes.

This is possible if standard IV techniques are applied only after all the variables have been

appropriately detrended. De-trending can be achieved simply regressing each variable

separately on a common time trend (that can be arbitrary) and retrieving the residuals to

use them in the final estimation.

More formally, let us simplify (1) and rewrite it as a CRC model:

yit = wtai +bixit + εit (3)

As above, here bi = β + di. Here, xit stands for the openness measure. Aggregate

time variables are captured by the vector wt and the individual-specific slopes on these

variables are ai. Both bi and ai are not assumed to be mean independent of xit . We can

use the expression for bi to rewrite (3) as:

yit = wtai +βxit +(dixit + εit) (4)

We can eliminate the ai by regressing, for each i, yit and xit on wt and using the

residuals from these regressions, ÿitand ẍit , in the following equation:

ÿit = β ẍit +(diẍit + ε̈it) = β ẍit + ν̈it (5)

Where ν̈it ≡diẍit + ε̈it . Now take the proposed instrument, zit , and apply the same

procedure described above to obtain the detrended values z̈it . We can employ the lat-

ter variable as an instrument to estimate (5) and obtain consistent results, provided the
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following moment condition holds:

E
[
z̈′it , ν̈

]
= 0, ∀t (6)

Condition (6) requires a set of assumptions. The first one is a standard strict exogene-

ity assumption of the instrument variable:

E [εit |zit ,ai,bi] = 0, ∀t (7)

Now consider the error component in (5) The crucial point here is that its second term

is diẍit . To ensure that the detrended instrument is uncorrelated with diẍit , we have to

impose that bi is mean independent of all ẍit .

E [bi|z̈it ] = E [bi] = β , ∀t (8)

Assumption (8) is much weaker than full independence between the instrument and

the slopes, since it allows bi to be arbitrarily correlated with systematic components of

zit . In practice, mean independence is maintained only between the heterogeneous slopes

and the deviations of the instrument from its long-run level9. To obtain consistent IV

estimates, we need one more assumption:

Cov(ẍit ,bi|z̈it) = Cov(ẍit ,bi) , ∀t (9)

Condition (9) allows the unconditional covariance between detrended variables and

the individual specific slopes to be nonzero and even to change over time. In contrast,

covariance conditional on the detrended instrument is assumed not to depend on z̈it . Con-

ditions (7)-(9), together with the usual rank condition on the detrended instrument, are

9The richer is wt , the more likely will (8) hold, but there is a trade off with efficiency, because of loss in
variation in the detrended instrument as more structure is put on wt .
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employed by Wooldridge and Murtazashvili to show that the fixed-effect IV estimator is

consistent for β , provided a full set of time dummies is included in (5).

The procedure just described allows for controls in (5), provided the variables to be

detrended are roughly continuous. I then apply the technique outlined here in section 4.3.

I detrend all roughly continuous variables in my data using time and total world trade in

each period. I obtain the yearly deviation of each variable from its long-term average.

Only instrument’s deviations from its systematic component should be mean independent

from the individual slopes, and this looks a very plausible assumption.

4.2 Data

Trade data are taken from the publicly available NBER-United Nations Database (Feen-

stra and Lipsey, 2001), that contains bilateral trade flows covering the period 1962-2000.

Values are in nominal thousands of dollars. The values for the FR instrument are taken di-

rectly by Frankel and Rose (2001), that update it up to 1995. From their dataset I also take

measures of land area and distance from equator. GDP per capita is taken from the Penn

World Tables, mark 6.2 (Heston et al., 2006). I also evaluate my instrument against real

openness, as defined by Alcalà and Ciccone (2004). They claim that nominal openness

may be a biased measure of trade, due to cross country differnces in the price of non-

traded goods. To overcome this problem, they suggest to correct the nominal opennes

measure taking out the differences in prices of the nontradable. In practice, real openness

is obtained multiplying openness at current prices by the ratio of the price levels (PPP)

between the country of interest and a reference country (the US in the PWT).

Population, price level, exchange rate and growth data also come from the Penn World

Tables. The political variable is the polity2 score contained in the Polity IV dataset (Mar-

shall and Jaggers, 2007). The scores takes values from -10 (absolute autocracy) to +10
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(completely democratic institutions). Conflict variables are taken from the Correlates of

War (CoW) dataset (Sarkees, 2000). Data include interstate, extra-state and intrastate

wars up to the year 2007. For my purposes, I classify any kind of war as a conflict for a

given country and year.

International trade agreements (and their distinction in preferential trade agreements,

economic integration areas and customs unions) are drawn from the WTO database of no-

tified regional agreements as of 20 May 2008. A complete list of participating countries

for each agreement can be found at http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/region_e/regfac_e.htm.

Border data are taken from the Direct Contiguity database (version 3.1) available on

the website of the Correlates of Was Project (http://correlatesofwar.org.). The classifica-

tion system for contiguous dyads is comprised of five categories, one for land contiguity

and four for water contiguity. Land contiguity is defined as the intersection of the home-

land territory of the two states in the dyad, either through a land boundary or a river, such

as the Rio Grande in the case of the US-Mexico border. Water contiguity is divided into

four categories, based on distances of 12, 24, 150, and 400 miles. Version 3.1 of the

dataset spans the period 1816-2006. In my analysis, I employ contiguity measures such

that two countries are considered neighbors if they share a land border or their reciprocal

distance is less than 25 miles.

5 Results: growth, trade and productivity

To fix ideas, table 1 shows simple correlations between real per capital GDP, openness

and real openness (both in log and levels). Correlations are computed for observations in

1995. Values are generally high. The proposed instrument (in logs) has a correlation of .32

with nominal openness in levels and of .52 with the same variable in logs. Correlations

with real openness in logs and levels follows a similar pattern. Results are basically
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unchanged when correlations are computed between the various openness measures and

the instrument in levels.

(INSERT TABLE 1 HERE)

OLS results of a cross sectional regression of growth on trade are presented in Table

2. The dependent variable is the log of income per capita in 1995. Column (1) depicts the

strong correlations between the log of trade over GDP and real percapita GDP growth.

Column (2) adds controls referred to the internal features of each country, as population,

the degree of democratization, and the occurrence of conflicts. A dummy variable cap-

tures whether a country is a GATT (WTO) member in 1995. Of these covariates, only

conflict is weakly significant (and negative). Column (3) includes the price level relative

to the United States and the exchange rate level (relative to the dollar), to control for po-

tential price and currency distortions (or, put differently, to keep the real exchange rate

fixed). It turns out that exchange rate appreciations depress growth. More importantly,

the exchange rate and price variables considerably cut the point estimates of openness

and weaken its significance. In Column (4), controls referring to each country’s neigh-

bors, such as their growth and population, are added. Continental dummies are included in

Column (5). The final column adds discrete variables that capture the economic integra-

tion both at home and ”at the borders”. They are the number of Free Trade Agreements,

Economic Integration Areas and Customs Unions into force for each country of interest

and its neighbors. Being part of an Economic Integration Area significantly increases

growth, but Customs Unions seem to act in the opposite way. Note also that the GATT

variable, always positive, gains significance in the richer specifications. The key mes-

sage up to now, though, is that nominal openness does not predict growth when monetary

variables, such as exchange rates and prices, are included in the specification.

Columns (7)-(12) show similar specifications, but use the log of real openness instead

of nominal openness as the main variable of interest. As expected, real openness is a
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predictor of growth that is more robust to monetary swings. The estimated coefficient is

always positive and very significant. Its size is slightly reduced as additional controls are

included, but overall the point estimates are stable across specifications.

(INSERT TABLE 2 HERE)

5.1 IV: Cross sectional evidence

As previously noted, OLS estimates might be severely biased. The instrument based on

neighbors openness, proposed above, is now implemented in a cross sectional context and

compared to the ”geographic” instrument constructed by Frankel and Romer (1999). To

begin with, we show first stage results in Table 3: in Panel A the dependent variable is the

log of imports plus exports over GDP in 1995. Columns (1) to (5) use my new instrument

as the main explanatory variable; its coefficients are positive, very large in magnitude and

highly significant: countries are more likely to trade more if their neighbors are more

open. Estimates are stable across specifications, increasing slightly when geography and

trade agreements controls are added. Country size, measured in terms of population, has

the expected negative and significant coefficient on openness: larger countries benefit

more from domestic market size and trade less outside their borders. The same holds true

for neighbors market size.

(TABLE 3 AROUND HERE)

Columns (5) to (10) repeat the estimation using the geographic instrument for trade

developed by Frankel and Romer. Their variable is positive and very significant in the

”basic” specification, where the coefficient is very large in magnitude. Adding controls,

though, drives the estimates down: the coefficient of the instrument drops from over 5 to

around 1.4. Geographic controls and trade policy variables do not impact point estimates

further but their significance drops at the 10% level. Overall, the performance of the FR
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instrument is considerably lower than the instrument based on neighbors trade. As we will

see, this translates in questionable performance in under- and weak identification tests.

Panel B shows results on real openness as defined by Alcalà and Ciccone (2004).

Again, Columns (1)-(5) present results using the new instrument; in Columns (6)-(10) the

FR instrument is employed. Here, both instruments are very significant in all specifica-

tions: the magnitude of the coefficient on neighbors openness is a bit more stable across

columns, while the point estimates of the FR instrument for openness drops as new con-

trols are added, and loses some significance in the broader specification. Note that the

market size variable (both at home and abroad) is significant only when the new instru-

ment is employed; in the FR specification, they have the expected sign but are, in general,

not significant.

Table 4 shows results on the structural equation, estimated with 2SLS. The dependent

variable is log of real per capita income in 1995. Panel A shows specifications that use

nominal openness as the main explanatory variable. In Columns (1)-(5), the log of nom-

inal openness is instrumented with the log of neighbors trade. The point estimates are

somewhat higher than OLS results, but their magnitude and significance drop substan-

tially when controls for exchange rates and prices (relative to the US) are added. This is

consistent with Alcalà and Ciccone’s claim: nominal openness does not take into account

shifts in nontradable goods sector. When these are controlled for, the collinearities that

are created invalidate the estimates.

Nominal appreciations seem to have a negative impact on income, even if they do not

affect openness in the first stage regression. In the most complete specification of column

(5), the polity2 score is negative and not significant: having a more democratic regime

in 1995 did not matter for income. Conflict is negative and insignificant, while being a

WTO member considerably increases income. Growth ”at the border” has a negative and

significant impact on GDP at home. Again, being part of a EIA is good for growth, but
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Customs Unions seem to be detrimental.

Columns (6)-(10) show the same set of specifications, instrumenting nominal open-

ness with the FR variable. Results are similar: nominal openness is not a robust deter-

minant of income. The coefficient on trade is always higher than in Columns (1)-(6), so

that estimates with our new instrument stand somewhere in between OLS and Frankel and

Romer’s findings.

(TABLE 4 AROUND HERE).

Panel B presents evidence with real openness. Columns (1)-(4) contain estimates on

log of GDP per capita using the new variable as excluded instrument; Columns (7)-(10)

show results based on the FR instrument. Consistently with recent literature (see Alcalà

and Ciccone, 2003) real openness performs better in predicting growth and, particularly,

productivity. This is evident when comparing Columns (5) and (6). They show structural

estimates when the dependent variable is labor productivity (log of real GDP per worker):

nominal openness is not significant, while real openness has a larger coefficient and is

always significant. As expected, due to the high correlation between labor productivity

and income, results are similar to specifications where log of real percapita GDP is the

dependent variable.

A key argument in favor of the new instrument for trade is that it fares substan-

tially better in a variety of tests shown at the bottom of both Panels of Table 4. The

Underidentification-Test is the Kleibergeen-Paap rank test, whose statistic is robust to

clustering within countries. The Weak Identification test is the Kleibergeen-Paap F-

statistic, in turn robust to heteroskedasticity and serial correlation within countries. With

nominal openness, Under-Identification tests range between 3.8 and 8.4, and are gener-

ally slightly better using the geographic instrument. Overall, they reject the null at the

1% or 5% level. But the Weak-Identification test is usually much higher using neighbors

openness (ranging from 11.140 to 36.584) than using the FR instrument (in that case, they
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are high in the simple specifications, but drop below 4, when controls are added). When

the endogenous variable is real openness, both Under- and Weak-Identification tests show

higher statistics, regardless of which instrument is used. Nonetheless, focusing on the

specifications with more controls, the Weak-ID statistics is considerably higher when us-

ing the new instrument (33.5) rather then the FR one (11.3).

5.2 Panel estimates

As noted earlier, a key advantage of my instrument is its time-varying nature, that makes

it useful also when studying within-country variations of income in time. In a panel con-

text, neighbors trade is a natural proxy for world trade, thus it can picture the ”trailing”

of a country openness on world trade flows. But the specificity of each country’s neigh-

bors are still crucial in determining its openness. I start showing pooled-OLS and fixed

effects results in Table 5, without instrumenting trade. Openness is always positively im-

pacting growth and its coefficient is very significant; POLS estimates are naturally larger

than the ones obtain employing fixed-effects. In turn, fixed-effects estimates are stable

across specifications. Real openness shows a systematically lower coefficient than nom-

inal openness, but it is still very significant in all trials. Time dummies are included

throughout. The political variable seem not to matter, but conflict significantly depresses

growth. The same holds true for exchange rate appreciations. Interestingly, in this Table

the log of population turns negative and significant in all specifications with fixed effects.

(TABLE 5 AROUND HERE)

Let us now turn to Panel-IV estimation, using neighbors trade as excluded instru-

ment. Table 6 depicts First-stage results. The dependent variable is nominal openness in

Columns (1)-(4) and real openness in Columns (5)-(9). The instrument is a strong predic-

tor of both nominal and real openness; the coefficient is very large in size (about 1.5 for
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nominal openness and 1.9 for real openness) and remarkably stable when adding controls.

The polity2 score has a weakly positive impact on openness. Previous results that a coun-

try’s population is inversely related with its openness are confirmed. Conflict is negative

but not significant; being a GATT-WTO member is positive and insignificant. Entering

a FTA is significantly positive, while Trade Agreements and Customs Unions joined by

others depress home trade, perhaps due to trade diversion. Interestingly, though, the more

Economic Integration Areas are joined by neighbors, the more the home country trades

with the world.

(TABLE 6 AROUND HERE)

Table 7 presents estimates of the structural equation. Columns (1)-(5) use nominal

openness as the main explanatory variable. Its estimated coefficients are always positive

and very significant. Their size is much lower than simple POLS estimates in Table 5,

but slightly higher than fixed effects estimates without instrumentation. Openness coeffi-

cients are also very stable across specifications. The negative impact of conflict, exchange

rate appreciation and domestic population are confirmed. The political regime at home

and population and growth abroad are not significant. Being part of the GATT impacts

positively but not significantly on growth. The entry into force of an additional Free Trade

Agreement does not impact growth, while being member of a Customs Union positively

does. The creation of Economic Integration Areas that do not include the home country

are detrimental to its growth.

Columns (6)-(10) repeat the same specifications with real openness in place of nom-

inal openness. The estimated coefficients on this alternative measure of trade are always

positive and very significant. They are also very stable and remarkably similar to the esti-

mates with nominal openness. Results on controls broadly confirms the ones in preceding

Columns.

(TABLE 7 AROUND HERE)
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The last rows of Table 7 provide some tests on the quality of my instrument and on

the reliability of inference based on it. Results for nominal openness are very encour-

aging also in this panel context: the LM Paap test of Under-identification always rejects

the null at the 1% confidence level, and values of the tests statistics actually increase

as more controls are added. The same holds true for the Kleibergeen-Paap F test for

weak identification: the test statistics is always above the highest critical value, ranging

from above 19 in the bare specification to over 29 when additional controls are added.

Tests on real openness are equally reassuring, though the statistics are somewhat lower.

Under-identification is always rejected at the 1% level and Weak Identification tests al-

ways exceeds the ”second highest” critical value, being always well above the ”rule of

thumb” value of 10.

Table 8 presents the impact of openness on labor productivity in a panel framework.

Recall that Table 4 indicated that cross section results are consistent with previous find-

ings by Alcalà and Ciccone (2004): nominal openness shows a positive insignificant co-

efficient, and real openness is always a very good predictor of labor productivity. In

panel estimates, the coefficient on nominal openness is generally larger than the one in

real openness specifications, and it increases as additional controls are included. Both

measures of openness are strongly and positively significant; real openness estimates are,

again, stable across specifications. Instrument tests are passed with no problem: when

regressing on real openness, the statistics of the weak identification tests falls somewhat,

but remains well above the rule of thumb value of 10.

5.3 Heterogeneity

The results shown in previous sections may have to be checked with respect to two is-

sues. On the one side, correlation between the instrument and the coefficients estimates
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must be ruled out. On the other, single countries may react differently to trade openness,

invalidating the previous findings.

Now, the correlation between time and the instrument is very high in my sample (.95).

The mean value of my instrument reaches 22.72 in 2000, up from 19.41 in 1965, and the

increase in monotonic in time. The sum of world trade flows shows a similar behavior

and its correlation with the instrument is .89, as previously noted10. This implies that,

if there are positive ”network effects” of the global trade web, coefficients on openness

should rise with time. In Table 9, I run cross sectional IV-regressions for each five-year

time interval in my data. In Panel A the dependent variable is the log of real GDP per

capita, in Panel B it is the log of labor productivity. Results show that the coefficients on

nominal and real openness are always positive and significant; their size varies with time,

but not dramatically. Importantly, values referring to more recent years are not higher

than the ones obtained for older samples. Spikes occur in the years 1980-1984, but even

then coefficients are not significantly different from their minimum values (incidentally,

such minima occur in 1995). Coefficients vary more in the specifications where the log

of GDP per worker is the dependent, but the relative stability of my estimates across

time suggests that the correlation between the instrument and the structural coefficient is

negligible. What’s more, it seems that ”network effects” of global trade flows are not in

place in my sample.

Heterogenous responses to trade across countries are also possible. To investigate

this issue, I follow the procedure proposed by Wooldridge and Murtazashvili (2005) and

outlined in section 3.1. I detrend all variables11 separately for each country, I estimate

(5) instrumenting the detrended opennes measure with the detrended values of neighbors

openness. This yields consistent estimates of the PAE even allowing for country-specific

10By contrast, the correlation between time and country-specific measure of openness is only .01.
11With this procedure, I can employ only roughly continous variables.
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slopes and for correlation between the systematic component of the instrument and the

individual coefficients. Results are presented in Table 10 and indicate that, even allowing

for heterogeneous responses to trade across countries, the openness variable is always

positive and highly significant.

5.4 Robustness

It is important that the results shown in previous sections do not depend on the specifica-

tions nor on arbitrary decisions made on the data. Having shown a variety of specifica-

tions in previous sections, here I focus on different definitions of what are the neighboring

countries included in the construction of my instrument.

The baseline specifcation used above is that all countries that share a terrestrial border

or whose coastal distance from country i’s coasts are its neighbors. Table 11 shows that

the main results of both cross section and panel data estimations do not change if, in con-

structing my instrument, I consider as neighbors only the countries sharing a terrestrial

border with country i (Columns 1-4). I also construct an alternative version of my instru-

ment that includes a broader set of ”neighboring countries”: in Columns 5-8, all countries

that not only share a terrestrial borders, but are also less than 540 miles from country i’s

are considered as its neighbors. Again, results are very similar to those of my baseline

estimation.

6 Conclusion

Trade, measured both by nominal and real openness, impacts positively and very signif-

icantly on income, growth and labor productivity. This is true both in cross sectional

regressions and in panel estimates. Estimation takes advantage of a new instrument that

proxies world openness in a given year with the openness of one country’s neighbors.
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First-stage results show that this instrument performs much better in cross section estima-

tion than the geography-based instrument proposed by Frankel and Romer. Moreover, the

quality of the instrument is high even in panel-fixed effects estimation. At the structural

level, trade exerts a positive and significant effect on within-country variations in income

and productivity. These results hold even if we allow the coefficient on openness to be

heterogeneous across countries.

A tentative analysis based on cross-section regressions across time rules out that the

benefits of trade increase as the size of world trade increases: ”network effects” seem not

to be in place.
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